
Thistle Bonding 60
New quick-setting repair and 
patching plaster for a professional 
quality finish with reduced risk  
of shrinkage and cracking

Want a rapid, 
sandable finish too? 

From start to finish  
in less than 2 hours,  
try Gyproc Easi-Fill 60  
or Easi-Fill 20 as a  
finish coat once  
Thistle Bonding 60 has 
been used for patching.

(10kg/5kg bags)

Available in 25kg and 12.5kg bags 
and a 10kg powder in tub option 
for less waste and easy storage.

Speed up patch repairs 
with Thistle Bonding 60. It 
consistently sets in 60 minutes 
taking out the guesswork and 
reducing the risk of cracking  
and shrinkage.

“ It mixes up the same as 
Thistle BondingCoat but is 
smoother off the trowel  
and sets more evenly.

  It gives a professional 
solution to an issue we’ve all 
faced many times, without 
guesswork or compromise.”
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  Find out what our 
demonstrators think at 
british-gypsum.com



FAQs.
What is the setting time?

45
minutes
to apply

60
minute
set time

75
minutes
to skim

Like other Thistle plasters you will see set-time 
performance changes based on the suction of the 
background and the method of control you apply.

Which backgrounds will it work on?
We recommend using Thistle Bonding 60 on medium 
to lower suction backgrounds, in renovation and 
refurbishment applications. All backgrounds need 
to be clean, sound and free from dust.
No pre-treatment is needed for;
— Medium-density blocks
— Engineering bricks
— Metal lathing
We recommend pre-treatment with;
— Dense blocks
— Plasterboard
— Cast-in-situ and pre-cast concrete
— Painted and tiled surfaces
— Ceilings

What about backgrounds not listed here?
We suggest that you try a small test area before  
the larger job.

For extremely high suction backgrounds, suction 
control is needed, e.g. with Thistle Bond-It or PVA.

When suction is high but not extreme, suction control 
may still be advisable, but is not usually necessary.

How does it differ from standard  
Thistle BondingCoat?
Aside from the reduced working time (45min) 
and setting time (60min), Thistle Bonding 60 has 
a different smell and feel to it compared to other 
Thistle undercoat plasters.

The specially formulated additives give the plaster 
a unique texture to work with, often compared to 
older formulation products in how it feels to use.

You may need to make some changes to site practice. 
Thistle Bonding 60 will set on the edges of tools left 
too long before cleaning down. Also, we strongly 
recommend using clean water and a clean bucket 
for mixing in to avoid inconsistent performance.

What are the product benefits of  
Thistle Bonding 60?
— Removes the need for tricks of the trade, giving 

a consistent professional set every time
— Suitable for use on a wide range of backgrounds
— Thistle Bonding 60 cuts out the dead-time in  

your small patching jobs
— Less risk of cracking or shrinkage
— Saves time during the day, get home quicker
— Excellent workability on medium and low  

suction backgrounds
— Easy to mix and easy to useWall repair can be time consuming and awkward, 

especially where new cabling or pipework has 
been installed. Waiting for the product to set  
can take hours.

Using tricks of the trade to save time can result in 
shrinkage, cracking and unpredictable set times.

With Thistle Bonding 60 there’s no more waiting 
around. It provides a consistent 60 minute set 
time, meaning jobs are completed faster while 
never compromising on quality.

60
Minutes
Flat

For more information, 
product specification sheets, 
how-to guides and videos visit 
british-gypsum.combritish-gypsum.com


